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EXPERIENCE

Intern Architect- Level I
Subtrakt Studio

02/2021 - Present

SAN CLEMENTE, CA

Subtrakt Studio is an architectural designer rm that focuses on
residential as builts and new construction.
- Created 2D drawing of oor plans, sections, elevations using AutoCad
- Used Sketchup to create 3D models of as-builts and new residential
projects.

Teaching Assistant
University of Idaho
01/2018 - 12/2019

MOSCOW, ID

- Graduate and Undergraduate teaching assistant for a variety of
architectural subjects while attending the University of Idaho.
-Urban Theory: Grading weekly article reviews and helping students
develop thier mid semester and nal urban theory papers with in person
reviews.
-Intro to Arch Media: Helping a group of twenty students with software
related questions as they projects that explore Photoshop, Illistrator,
InDesign, Autocad and Rhino.
-Intro to Arch: Keeping attendence, helping with any question during
class lab time, administering quizzes, reviewing mid semester and nal
binders for notes and projects.

EDUCATION

Master of Architecture
University of Idaho
01/2018 - 05/2020

MOSCOW, ID

GPA: 3.8

Bachelors of Science in Architecture
University of Idaho
01/2018 - 05/2020

SKILLS

HOBBIES

MOSCOW, ID

Computer Skills

Want to improve my skills in Revit BIM modeling and its integration
within a projects development. Below are programs I’m familiar with.

AutoCAD

Illustrator

Sketchup

Revit

Photoshop

Microsoft Ofce

InDesign

Lumion

Design Research
Investment and Tax Research
Portuguese
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THE MARKET SILOS

This project’s goal was to create a new public space that could
function as a full-time farmers market and a venue for events
such as concerts and weddings. The development of this space
becomes a catalyst for further urban development of the adjacent
Silos. The project would be reweaving the currently underutilized
silos back into the downtown of Moscow. The main objective
of the spatial program was to create a flexible space at its
core to cater to the diverse population of Moscow year-round.
This project focused on the technical integration of building
systems, environmental control systems, and large timber structural
systems. My contribution to the project included Renders, Digital
Modeling, Mechanical Systems research, and Architectural Details.
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HIGH
ENGAGEMENT
DOWNTOWN

LOW
ENGAGEMENT

LOW
ENGAGEMENT

CAMPUS

HIGH
ENGAGEMENT

HOSPITAL/
BUSINESS
DISTRICT
FUTURE
SILO
DEVELOPMENT

Reconnecting the city to future
silo development

Connection of downtown and
future development.

Encouraging spontaneous
public activity.

The project is composed of two separate buildings
with a central exterior community space. The
two buildings use a Variable Air Volume System
with rooftop units for intake and exhaust. The
kitchens have a separate intake and exhaust
system to deal with the increased air circulation
requirements. The fire suppression and electrical
systems are integrated into the CLT slabs while
the HVAC is hung from the Glulam beams.

Technical Integration Sections
[HVAC,Water Reclamation, Plumbing]
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Full Exterior Section
Solving Issue of floors having
different interior/Exterior Conditions

COTE Analysis
Diagram

Exterior Exploded CLT Column
Structure Axon
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Floor One
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Technical Integration Floor Plans
[System Integration with Structure]

Floor Two
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ROVIDE THE ULTIMATE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM INTO THE
ES WITH A MORE AFFORDIBLE OPTION OVER CONVENTIONAL
OPLE AT ONCE AND CONSTANTLY. THIS CONNECTION IS
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GRAVITY GATE

The thought of space exploration has been an
interesting proposition that definitely captures the
imagination. This ACSA Steel competition of an
intermodal station linking modes of future transit
together explored what might one day be possible.
SPACE ELEVATOR TO GEO-SYNC STATION

The ability to make claim to this new frontier would
lead to exploration and habitation of other planets
and rare earth resources. There is only really one thing
on our way to this future. That is our old friend gravity.
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HIGH
SPEED
HIGHSpeed
SPEED
RAIL
Space
Elevator
High
Train

This project would be a possible way to overcome
gravity in a way that allows for a massive transit system
out to space that many would be able to use due to
the ability for gravity gate to cut the need for huge
rockets to overcome earth’s gravity. This Inter-modal
gateway would connect space with high-speed trains,
automated cargo truck as well as automated cars.

TRAIN ROUTES

N

SITE PLAN

SITE OVERVIEW

EXPLODED STRUCTURAL AXON

N

N
CHICAGO
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CHICAGO

GRAVITY
GATES TO
TO GEO-SYNC
GEO-SYNC
ORBIT
SPACE
ELEVATOR
STATION

The Station is composed of the main space where
visitors wait for their pod and the large maglev ring
which moves the pods of people along with the cargo
to their correct mode of transit with all modes of
transit accepting the pod systems with the exception
of the metro train that connects to the city and airports.
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The Gravity Gate inter-modal transit station is
compromised of the following transit systems.
Automated car/Semi-truck drop-off zone, a
high-speed metro connecting it to the city,
and two main airports, Hight speed rail buried
underground and finally three space elevators.

MODULAR UNIT SYSTEM

ECONOMY
PASSENGER POD TO
SPACE ELEVATOR CLAMP
LUXURY

CARGO
N

SPACE ELEVATOR ARRANGEMENT
MODULAR UNIT SYSTEM

ECONOMY SEATING

PASSENGER POD TO SPACE
ELEVATOR CONNECTION

LUXURY SEATING

CARGO
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CARGO POD TO SPACE
ELEVATOR CONNECTION

CARGO POD TO
SPACE ELEVATOR CLAMP

TRANSPORTATION TYPES
FIRST BEING AN EIGHT LANE SPILT ROAD SYSTEM WITH THREE LANES DEDICATED TO CARGO
TRANSPORT AND FIVE TO AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE TRAFFIC.
SECOND BEING A DIRECT MAGLEV TRAIN CONNECTION TO THE TWO MAJOR AIRPORTS IN
THE AREA, O’HARE AND MIDWAY.
THIRD BEING THE HIGH SPEED TRAIN SYSTEM THAT CONNECTS MAJOR METROPOLITAN AREAS AROUND CHICAGO AND FURTHERMORE AROUND NORTH AMERICA.
FOURTH, THE FOURTH BEING THREE SPACE ELEVATORS THAT CONNECT BETWEEN THIS TERMINAL AND THE STATION IN
GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT.
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Monarch Motel (Part One)

Design Build Projects

The Monarch Motel is a
small hotel in Moscow, Idaho,
owned and operated by a
local couple. The main focus
of the project was the old
covered carport where cars
dropped off guests once upon
a time. Currently, however,
the carport cannot fit modern
vehicles due to their increased
size. The project’s goals were
to convert this space into
an outdoor hotel lounge for
guests and the community.
The first iteration of this
project was focused on the
scale of the site intervention,
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the programming of space,
and creating modules that
would allow production
offsite. The module first
agreed upon was a concrete
block that could be stacked
in different variations and
allow for a unique look.
My contribution to this phase
of the project included
concrete budgeting, floor
plan charette, and perspective
iterations, prototype module
casting, mass production
(plans, material, schedule),
and potential module motif.

Monarch Motel (Part Two)
After the proposal of phase one, we came to the realization
that we had two significant issues. The first being the concrete
module castings were never going to be able to scale to the
point we needed with the time and budget we had. Even
if we could afford casts’ production, we would need we
also started having consistency issues with the mix when
casting. These issues led us to shifting from concrete to wood.
We decided to create a module that could be produced quickly
out of pretreated 1.5” by 1.5” lumber, These modules would cut
down our expenses and allow for more flexibility in construction.
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Monarch Motel (Part 3)

This third version of the Monarch Motel was
done to revise the lounge space’s look in a way
that was simplified and more cohesive with the
rest of the motel’s look. This version took the old
modules we had put up before, disassembling
the pieces and reconstructing them into layers.
The clients also wanted a partial wall that would
improve the look of their parking lot. The wall is
composed of strip footings and structural wood
walls. The wall was built in sections on campus
and brought to the site. The wall was then clad
in water-resistant material and a wood cladding.
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Hat Ranch Winery
The Hat Ranch Winery near Boise Idaho was a
design-build project already in the works before we
inherited it. We designed connection, assembled, and
built the exterior patio space, excluding the metal
beams placed the year before us. The project’s main
goal was to provide a beautiful and unique space for
wine tasters to relax and enjoy the view with a larger
group of people than what was possible before.
For this project, our team received an
Honors Award during the 2019 AIA Northwest
and Pacific Region Student Design Award
Ceremony Held in Bozeman, Montana.

BEBORE

My contributions during our secondary design
phase included a few changes in the patio roof
materials and sourcing of EPDM. During the
construction phase, My contributions included
helping construct the wood roof in sections, securing
it to the top of the patio, installing wood roof louvers,
and a few welds along with the wall structure.

AFTER
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HIDDEN OASIS

This project is located on Yu-An Island just north of
Shanghai, China. The location of this island is known
as “No Man’s Land” between old residential towers
and the newly developing, ecologically friendly district.
The project was brought to our school as a competition by
Shanghai Landscape Architecture Design and Research
Institute CO. LTD. The company had developed a landscape for
the desolate island as well as a small cafe. The client wanted
more programs than just the cafe as well as a redesign.
The company then hosted a competition for our studio.
The goal of the project was to create a community space
that would be used for the new residential development
surrounding the Island and visitors from Shanghai. The
program was split into three major parts. These include
the Visitor Center, Tea House, and Guest Services.
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VISITOR CENTER

Connecting the city to the park.

TEA HOUSE

Lowered and Attached to the Landscape
to allow clear views of the surrounding park.

This programming of the parking space into
three groups allows the services of the park to be
spread evenly and allowing visitors a chance to
experience the park while visiting each of these
buildings. Each providing a different experience
and opportunity to the guests of the park. The
visitor center at the main point of entry allows a
large number of people to filter in and out of the
park and exhibits explain more about the artificially
made park and the animals that now call it home.
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GUEST SERVICES

Interior and Exterior
conditions blend

The Tea House allows wandering visitors a place to
relax on and enjoy a cup of tea while the building itself
sits within the landscape of the park allowing visitors
to discover it within its natural environment. The third
location is a rest stop for guests on the far north side
of the park that are using the pathways and wish to
rest. The building envelope can open up completely.
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